
Y6 PE Knowledge Check
Hockey

How many players on a team? 

PE@Chesswood

Which hand goes at the top of the stick? 

How many players are allowed to tackle the ball carrier? 

Where must you NOT tackle an opponent from? 

Give one example of dangerous play? 



Y6 PE Knowledge
Basketball

What can you do in the triple threat position? 

PE@Chesswood

What is the name of this shot?

Forwards, guards and what are the positions on a basketball team?

What is the name of the biggest basketball league in America?



Y6 PE Knowledge
Basketball

PE@Chesswood

What violation (foul) is this? 



Y6 PE Knowledge Check
Table Tennis

What is the hold called to hold the paddle/bat? 

PE@Chesswood

The serve must start with the ball in …………………….?

What type of shot are you not allowed to do in a match? 

How many points to win a set? 

When serving the ball must bounce where? 



Y6 Answers
Hockey

How many players on a team?

11

PE@Chesswood

Which hand goes at the top of the stick?

Left

How many players are allowed to tackle the ball carrier?

1

Where must you NOT tackle an opponent from?

Behind 

Give one example of dangerous play?

Using stick in a dangerous manner

Lifting the ball within 5m of another player

Playing the ball above shoulder height 



Answers
Hockey

How many sides of a hockey stick can you use?

ONE – flat side

PE@Chesswood

Which hand goes at the top of the stick?

Left

How many players are allowed to tackle an opponent with the ball?

One

Where must you be to tackle an opponent?

The frony

Are you allowed to touch the ball with your foot? 

No



Y6 PE Knowledge
Basketball

What can you do in the triple threat position?

Pass, dribble, shoot 

PE@Chesswood

What is the name of this shot?

Layup

Forwards, guards and what are the positions on a basketball team?

Centre

What is the name of the biggest basketball league in America?

NBA

Travelling 



Answers
Table Tennis

What is the hold called to hold the paddle/bat?

Handshake 

PE@Chesswood

The serve must start with the ball in …………………….?

Open palm

What type of shot are you not allowed to do in a match?

Volley

How many points to win a set? 

11

When serving the ball must bounce where?

Yours and the opponents side of the table 


